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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market
average! We are family owned and operated and have been serving the tri-county area for over
45 years. Our goal is to provide our customers with a great deal on a great car. We carry over
pre-owned vehicles of all makes and models. We truly care about our customers, just give us a
shot and see for yourself! Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early
Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can
even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its
Automatic transmission and Gas V6 3. Making our mark one customer, one family at a time. Call
us today at for more information! New tires. Lots of recent work including fresh oil change,
valve cover gaskets, new spark plugs, new intake gaskets. Call us or email us for more info or
to schedule a test drive. G35 trim. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Pictures are for illustration purposes only and are subject to prior
sale. Prices are subject to change. Dealer not responsible for typographical errors. Please
contact dealer to confirm equipment and availability. Not all vehicles ready for immediate
delivery. Recent Arrival! It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Get instant upfront pricing on all our vehicles. Complete
everything from the comfort of your home - without ever having to visit our dealership. Home
delivery within 50 miles. All precautions are taken to ensure accurate pricing At Franklin
Chevrolet we are committed to getting you financed and have rates as low as 1. Due to the
current market conditions, this price is subject to be changed without notice. Please print or
present this price digitally for redemption. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 95 Coupe Trim Base 54 x
46 Journey 18 Sport 2. Engine Details Transmission Automatic Manual 5. Engine Type Gas
Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Car has been a joy to own! Bought it with 50k miles 4. Basic maintenance
only. This is a great car! Looking at all the negative comments on 3-series maintenance costs
I'm glad I went infinity! Gas mileage is so-so but most performance cars are. Update: now at k
and had to replace radiator and steering rack has a small leak. Not bad for a 10 year old car. I'd
still buy it again in a heartbeat. Great car! Update: k car is just a dream to own. Had an issue
with the motorized seat but googled how to fix it myself for free. I cannot say enough good
things about this car. If I was on the used car market and didn't have a lot of money to spend
this is what I would be targeting. No plans to sell Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Fast, stylish
and relatively affordable, the Infiniti G35 sedan and coupe offer high levels of performance and
luxury at a competitive price. A discussion of the G must start with what's underneath. Like the
Z, both the sedan and sport coupe are built on Nissan's FM platform. FM stands for "Front
Midship" and refers to the positioning of the engine. Compared to most front-engine cars,
Infiniti's engineers have located the G35's V6 further rearward behind the front wheels to
improve balance and handling. Dimensionally, the Infiniti G35 sedan is bigger than most of its
competition. It's also taller than most. This doesn't translate to extra weight, however, as both
G35s weigh about as much as their peers. Weight savings comes from a carefully designed
body structure, an aluminum hood and extensive use of aluminum for the front and rear
suspension components. The performance equation gets even better when you check out the
engine. Under the hood of every Infiniti G35 is a 3. This advanced V6 features 24 valves,
dual-overhead cams, variable valve timing and an electronically controlled throttle. Output is
rated at hp in coupes and sedans equipped with an automatic transmission; opt for the
six-speed manual in either and you'll top out at The driver is greeted by a T-shaped instrument
panel that is modern in appearance. Once strapped in, the driver might notice that the driver
seat is actually different from the front-passenger seat. The seat cushion has a special
center-mound shape that contains firmer foam to support the driver better during sporty
driving. Other features include a gauge cluster that tilts in tandem with the steering wheel
though there is no telescope function , an optional and concealable LCD screen for the
navigation system and an analog clock. Infiniti's target from the beginning was to create a high
level of driving performance in a package that offers day-to-day functionality. If you are
shopping for an entry-luxury sport coupe or sedan, the Infiniti G35 is one that you'll want to
check out. The Infiniti G35 is available in coupe or sedan form. The sedan is available in
rear-wheel or all-wheel drive. There are no trim levels to choose between, and all G35s come
with features like inch wheels, HID headlights, automatic climate control, leather upholstery, an
eight-way power driver seat and four-way passenger seat, seat heaters and an in-dash six-disc
CD changer. Two major option packages available for the Infiniti car: Premium and Sport. The
Premium Package adds items like dual-zone climate control with rear vents, an upgraded watt

Bose sound system, a sunroof, automatic headlights and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. The
Sport Package adds a sport-tuned suspension, bigger wheels and tires, a limited-slip rear
differential and, on G35 coupes, special exterior aero pieces. G35s equipped with a manual
transmission receive the Sport package as standard equipment. Stand-alone options include a
navigation system, wood interior trim and an active rear-steer system coupes only. Though the
Infiniti G35 comes with just one engine, it should satisfy all but the most power-hungry drivers.
This smooth-revving 3. Models equipped with the six-speed manual transmission get a hp and
lb-ft version of this engine. The G35 is rear-drive, but automatic-equipped G35 sedans are
eligible for an electronically controlled all-wheel-drive system. All G35s come standard with
four-wheel antilock disc brakes with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution and BrakeAssist,
torso-protecting side airbags and head-protecting side curtain airbags. A stability control
system is also standard. As expected, the G35 offers a very entertaining ride. Acceleration is
strong, and the prodigious midrange torque is something not often found in this class of car.
Handling, too, is on par with the best and you'll likely find yourself leaving the windows down
just to hear the exhaust note of the coupe. And on those occasions when you just want to
cruise along in comfort and quiet, the Infiniti G35 will accommodate. Thanks to a long
wheelbase, the Infiniti G35 offers a spacious cabin. The sedan's passenger compartment has
ample amounts of front and rear headroom, legroom and shoulder room. The sport coupe is
also roomy in front; those seated in back will find adequate legroom, but the sloping rear glass
limits the available headroom for adults. Materials quality is solid but unimpressive compared to
what you'll find in an Audi or BMW. The sedan offers Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Average interior materials quality,
touchy brakes. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the
G35 for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when
prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Most of what's new for the G35 is
related to the coupe version. Last year's Sport Package, which is standard on coupes with the
manual transmission, now includes a unique front fascia, side sills and an optional rear spoiler.
Infiniti has further bolstered the coupe's sporting intentions by making an active rear-steer
system available. Unlike passive rear steering systems, this design features motor-driven
control to help improve the vehicle's handling performance by adjusting the rear suspension
geometry according to steering input and vehicle speed. A quicker steering rack is also part of
the package. Other changes this year on the Infiniti car include standard HID headlights for the
coupe and Bluetooth connectivity for all G35s. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Great
performer, could use better components. I have had one accident, some small fender benders.
Overall the performance has been great. The good: The car handles well, superb acceleration
and braking. The automatic transmission has been reliable, although a little bumpy between 1st
and 2nd. The styling of course is unparalleled. The interior technology package has worked well
- the navigation is spot-on - a little awkward to use with the joystick inputs, but not bad for The
Bluetooth has never failed though 4 iPhones. The audio system - CD changer, speakers work
perfectly to this day. Electronic seat warmer and adjusters have not failed. The bad: Interior
components have been cheap. There have been a few gimpy components. The removable
cupholder - very cheap and the spring broke after about 2 years. The DC socket has failed about
times. Driver window motor had to be replaced after k miles. The tire pressure sensor had to be
replaced after 90k miles. After 80k miles, leather covering the door panels are starting to peel
off, and after k miles, the leather on the side panels in the back have completely peeled off and
nobody ever sits back there. The ugly: Tires - need to be replaced every k. Overall I like this car.
Performance is very reliable. I have not had many huge problems with the vehicle, however
there are numerous small fixes for the car. The car is very tough on the tires and I have a stock
18" wheels. Read less. Amazing, although im 16yrs old. This car is the best. I love it, The
handling its responsive and will allow you to take sharp curves fast and will boost your courage
while driving fast! Good value and is never had any problems. Read before you buy saftey
problem. I was on the highway in the left lane, the rear end lost control and
1997 lexus ls400 owners manual
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spun out hitting the rear then the front, could have killed me and my wife. Read consumers
report they made a good call. Please be careful infiniti won't help you. No Step Down from E36
M3. I spent quite some time searching for the right substitute to my M3. I was hooked up on the
amazing torque and handling. I finally test drove the G35 Coupe and didn't think it twice. I could
have added the sport package, but the premium and performance tire package have been more
than satisfying. Very well shoed with Michelins on 18" wheels. Bluetooth is very convenient.
Bose sound is Ok. The stiffer sport suspension could have matched better the M3's cornering,
but the whole experience makes me easily forget. The exhaust note is sweet, the handling is
perfect, and the acceleration makes me forget the M tradition. After 4 bimmers and an A4, I now
realize I put my money in the wrong hands. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See
full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the G Sign Up.

